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1. INTRODUCTION 

At present а large arnount of experirnental data on th e inclu
sive spectra of light charged particles, e.g . , hydrogen , he
liurn, lithiurn and other isotopes, produced Ьу heavy-ion reac
tions, has been accurnulated. Не have estaЬlished that the 
end-point energies of these particles a re c l ose to the kinema
tic lirnit equal to the energy release in а given reaction under 
the assumption of the two-body character of the interaction 
process/ 11. The nature of the ernission of these particles is 
not clear yet. There are sever~l assumptions concerning the 
mechanisrn of their formation 12 •31 . Theoretical paper s succes
sfully describe experimental data pertaining , as а rule, to 
isolated parts of spectra. Attempts to de sc ribe spectra in the 
entire range of particle energies encounter some di fficultie s 
associated with insufficient experimantal data from correla
tion experiments involvinp, the unambi guous separation of reac
tion channels . 

The understanding of the mechanism of fast parti c le forma
ti on is substantiall y connected with the de termination of the 
input angular momenta of their formation reaction . Such studies 
have been carried out using the technique of y- ray multiplicity 
measurements in reactions involving li r,ht charged particle 
emission for nuclei of the rare-earth elements / 4/ and for nuc
lei with А -70 1"> 1• In relevant papers а conclusion has been 
made that incomplete- fusion reactions involving light charged 
particle emission are characterized Ьу input angular momenta 
close to the critical ones of complete fusion reactions. Howe
ver these data relate to particle energies far from the kinerna
tic lirnit. 

In the pr~sent paper the average values nf the input angu
lar momenta fi were determined for the channels of а particle 
and Li nuclei emission in the reaction Та+ 22 Ne as а function 
of the energy of these particles. The choice of the given reac
tion is explained Ьу the fact that it was investigated in detail 
earlier with the airn of obtaining experimental inforrnation 
about the inclusive energy spectra of emitted light particles. 
The channel involving the ernission of а particles in the reac
tion °31 Ir+ 12 С, which, in the case of incomplete fusion, 
was expected to lead to the same residual nuclei (Тl) as in the 
incomplete-fusion chanr-f_· the ~еа. ,;:~~ 18.1 Та+ 22 Ne, was 
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з lso studied. For determining the fi values measurements were 
carried out of the average у -ray multiplicities < Му > in corre
lation with charged particles and KX-rays due to the residual 
nuclei. 

2. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT 

Experiments were carried out using an external beam from 
the U-200 cyclotron of the JINR Laboratory of Nuclear Reactions. 
The experimental setup was designed taking into account the 
results of our earlier experiments for the reaction Та+ 22 Ne / 6( 
А schematic view of the experimental setup is shown on Fig . 1. 
А collimator, б mm in diameter, was placed at the entrance of 
the chamber. Beam monitoring was performed using а thin gold 
foil with а thickness of 250 мg/cm 2 glued upon the collimator. 
The ions scattered at an <.ngle of 22° were detected Ьу а sur
face-barrier Si-detector. The ions bombarded а metalli c target 
placed at the center of the chamber. Charged particles (a,Li) 
were registered at an angle 8 = ' 0° with respect to the direc
tion of the ion beam Ьу а ~Е- Е Si -detector telescope subten
ding а solid angle of О. 13 sr. Fission fragments and ~econdary 
particles were recorded Ьу an annular surface-barrier detector 
and а ~Е_ Е detector telescope, placed in the backward hemis
chere. The annular detector subtended the angular range 
160° S 8k S 170°; and the detector telescope, а solid angle of 
I0-

2 
sr. Around the target Nal (Тl) scintillation y-ray detec:... 

tors were arranged having an almost constant counting efficien
cy П = 0.6% each in the range 200 keV ~ Еу ~ 2.0 MeV. The number 
of у detectors N, was varied from 1 to 5 depending on the geo
metry and the purpose of the experiment. 

The experiments were carried out at 22 Ne ion energies of 
145, 155 and 165 MeV and at а 12 с ion energy of 100 ИеV with 

а beam intensity of several 
nanoamperes. А thick. 50 /l m, 
or а thin, "'2.3 mg/cm 2 , tan
talum target was placed de
pending on the experimental 
conditions. In the case of 
using the thick target the 

.-. ....... -..т~ information obtained for two 
---- - ion energies was processed in 

such а way tl1at the particle 
spectra should correspond to 

Fig. 1. Schematic view of the 
reaction chamber. 

thin working layer at the target surface corresponding to an 
incident ion energy loss of 20 MeV, i.e., the average ion enP-r
gy was 155 MeV. The iridium target with natural isotopic compo· 
sition had а thickness of 10 mg/cm2. 

А Ge(intr.) X-ray detector with an energy resolution of ap
proximately 650 eV under experimental conditions and an effi
ciency of .. 1% for КХ -rays due to elements from Та to Bi was 
positioned at а distance of 4 cm from the target centre perpen
dicularly to the location of the plane of the scintillation de
tectors. 

The electronic circuit was built using САМАС modules and 
was based on the principle of detecting pulse ~ arriving from 
the x-ray detector or the fission fragment detector in coinci
dence with а trigger pulse from the ~Е- Е telescope. For e c; ti
mating а contribution corning from random events time-amplitude 
analysis was performed for all pairs of coincident pulses. 
The time resolutions of the coincidences were not worse than 
15 ns. The online data aquisition and processing were perfor
med using а SM-3 mini-computer. 

The <My>values were determined from the particle spectra 
of different-fold coincidences with y-rays Ьу using the tech
nique described in ref. /IЗ/. 

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

Inclusive Spectra of the Reaction Та+ 22 Ne 

In ref. I J/ it was noted that when charged particles are 
emitted in the forward direction with energies close to the 
kinematic limit, the reaction occurs mainly via the only chan
nel - incomplete fttsion. Therefore it was of interest to measu
re the y-multiplicity for this case especially as the yield of 
the forward emitted light particles is а maximal one/l/. 
- Such measurements were carried out at 8 = 0° using а thick 
tantalum target or а thin target and а degrader foil stopping 
the beam entirely. The characteristic bumps of the particle 
spectra, observed in the region of Еа = 40-50 MeV (Fig.2) are 
due to the contribution from а particles produced Ьу the back
ground reaction on а carbon and oxygen admixture. Special stu
dies have shown that this contribution grows with increasing 
а particle energy and decreases with increasing projectile 
energy (Fig.З). The multiplicity of y-ray accompanying a-par
ticles in the background reaction was measured to Ье equal to 
2.5+1.0 and almost constant in the а particle e.nergy rang from 
20 to 70 MeV. The background reaction contribution substantia
ally depends on the purity of the target 'surface, on the expo
sure time, etc. There data were taken into account in the pro-
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cessing of the inclusive а particle spectra. Fig.4 shows the 
Еа dependence of the у -multiplicity, <М у >,measured for an in
clusive particle spectrum (open points) at а 22 Ne ion energy 
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Fig.2. Inclusive a-particle spectra. 
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Fig.З.The contribution of background 
а -particles from а carbon ad
mixture into the inclusive a-spectra 
of the reaction Та+ 22 Ne , for two 
neon ion energies. 

Fi g.4. The а -energy dependence of 
~ <Му> for various channel,s of the 
~ reactions Ta+ 22 Ne and lr+ 12 с. 

The inset shows the dependence of 
< М у>. on the energy Е Li for t~e in
clus1ve spectrum of Li nucle1 pro-

20 зо 40 5О во 70Е~"'.м.v duced in the reaction Ta+22Ne. 

of 155 MeV. The smoother decrease of < Му> with increasing Еа, 
compared with that shown in ref. /б/, is due to the inclusion 
of the background reaction contribution. 

The y-ray multiplicity measured for the channel of Li nuclei 
emission is given in the inset of Fig.4. For this reaction chan
nel it was difficult to take into aecount the contribution 
from the background reaction effects to the expeтimental spectra. 
Based on the results of background reaction studies one can on
ly note that this contribution should Ье several times smaller 
than in the case of а particle emission. Also, based on the 
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results of ref./ 20/ , we cannot exclude some contribution from 
В ве (i.e. 2а) to the Li-yield measured for both the Та+ 22Ne 

and the background reactions. 

The measured values of <Му > corresponding to the inclusive 
particle spectrum are associated with many reaction channels, 
such as af, axn, the breakup of the projectile, etc., for each 
Еа value in the region of low and medium а particle energies. 
Therefore experiments were carried out to investigate different 
reaction channels. 

Fission and Secondary Particle Emission 

Measurements of а ?article spectra were carried out in the 
reaction Та+ 22 Ne in coincidence with secondary particles using 
а ~Е- Е detector telescope placed at an angle of 155°. 60-70% 
of the secondary particles were identified as protons, the rest 
being а -particles. The yield of secondary particles decreases 
sharply with increasing Еа (see Fig.5). Coincidences between 
a-particles and fission fragments were measured at fission 
fragment angles of 95° and 165°. All these data for EN е = 
= 155 MeV are given in Fig .5. The angular distribution of fis
sion fragments can Ье calculated using the technique described 
in ref. 171. 

• 
Using the expression 

- - ё} sin 2 е f? sin 2 е 
w r (О)- е r (U r + 1) ехр (- --------) 1 о(------) . /11 

4К 2 4К 2 
о о 

where К~ = :
2 

Tr lefl , one can obtain the values of residual 

angular momenta fr of the fissioning nuclei following а par
ticle emission, as а function of Еа• from the experimental va
lues of the ratio of the fission fragment yields measured in 
coincidence with а particles of different energies, Prr = 
= Wr(I65°)/Wr (95° ), (see fig.6). In eq./1/ К~ is the half
width of the distribution of the angular momentum projection 
into the fission axis, Tr is the nuclear temperature, Jeff is 
the effective momentum of inertia of the nucleus at the saddle. 
The calculation was made assuming Tr = 2 MeV, J s ph 1 Jefl = 
= 1.5 (ref. / 7/ ). The thus calculated values of f are given in 
Fig.9. f 

The y -ray multiplicites, <М~> , measured in coincidence -..1ith 
secondary particles or fission fragments are presented in Fig .4. 
The multiplicity <M~ > can Ье considered to Ье constant within 
experimental errors in а wide range of а particle energies. 
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Fig. 5. The spectra of а -particles 
detected in coincidence with the 
reaction products in different exit 
channels for the reaction Та+ 22 Ne 
at 155 MeV. 
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Fig.6. The Еа dependence of the ra
tio of the yields of fission frag
ments detected in coincidence with 
а particles at two laboratory an~les 
(see the text). 

• Fig.7. The X-ray spectra of true 
and random coincidences with a-par
ticles for the reaction Та+ 22 Ne. 

The spectra of а particles were measured in coincidence with 
K.X....rays from residual nuclei, too. The observed Ка 1 2 and К tз 1 2 
transitions served for identification of the atomic'number Z0 ' 

of the residual nucleus. Figure 7 shows the X-ray spectra of 
true and random coincidences with а particles measured at an 
angle (} = 0° for the reaction Та+ 22 Ne. Similar spe.ctra were 
observed in the reaction lr+ 12 С. From the analysis of these 
spectra it follows that the emission of а particles is mostly 

6-
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correlated with KX-rays from Т1 isotopes. In coincidence with 
Tl KX-rays, the dependence of the y-ray multiplicity on the 
а particle energy was measured for the two reactions. These 
data are presented in Fig.4. 

As is pointed out in ref. 181, for the nuclei of the transient 
region of deformation, to which Tl nuclei belong , several high
ly converted Ml-transitions correspond to the y-transition 
chain in the de-excitation of residual nuclei.As а consequence, 
several KX-rays with an average multiplicity <М z '> should Ье 
emitted per decay. In accordance with ref. / 8/ а value of 
<М х>"' 3 can Ье assumed for the isotope 199. 198 ... тl provided 
that ly > 20h and Е:> 55 HeV, and < М х> < 3 in the case where 
these conditions regarding 1у апd the thermal excitation ener
gy Е'!; of the residual nucleus are not satisfied. Therefore the 
average value of the residual angular momentum o f the nucleus 
following the emission of а charged particle should Ье calcula
ted from the experimental value of < М > taking into account 

у 
·~мх > , i.e., 

е у = <М у>. Ау+ <Мх > , /2/ 

where Ау is the average multipolarity of y-transitions in the 
de-excitation of the residual nucleus. In order to determine 
the Л у value in coincidence with Tl КХ -rays the angular dis
tribution of y-radiation produced in the reaction Та( 22Ne, axn) 
was measured. The data obtained for the y-ray detection anr,les 
Оу = 0°, 90° and 135° are presented in Fi g .8. The rough analy
sts of these tesults using the technique given in ref. 191 has 
shown that the value of the average multipolarity is confined 
within the limits 1.0 < Х < 1.5. - у-

The spectra of charged particles emitted at the laboratory 
angle of 165° were also measured in coincidence with KX-rays. 
The ratio between the yields of particle-Tl-КX-ray coinciden
ces detected at 165° and 0° was О. 15+0. 1. This is in agreement 
with the а particle angular distribution measured experimental 
ly in ref. l l/ if the growing anisotropy of а particles with 
increasing bombarding energy is taken into account. 

~
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Fig.8. The relative y-radiation 
yield detected in coincidence with 
a-particles ((}а= 0°) and with Tl 
K.X....rays, as а function of the de
tection angle. The calculated cur
ves are Qbtained for different va~ 
lues of Ау= 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0, ac
cording to ref. /91. 
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4. ANALYSIS OF EXPERll1ENTAL DATA 

The sum of the а particle spectra in coincidence with. KX
rays of Tl, secondary particles and fission fragments taking 
into account their measured anisotropy is shown as а full cur
ve (ICF yield) in Fig.5. The effective temperature of this 
spectrum Т eff = 3.5 HeV exceeds Ьу а factor of 2-3 the tempe
rature of compound nuclei, indicating the preequilibrium cha
racter of а particle emission in the reaction under study. 
Therefore, the analysis of the experimental data given in the 
present paper was carried out under the main assumptions,that 
(i) the population of angular momenta in the entrance channel 
occurs in а localized region corresponding to fast particle 
emission and (ii) their emission from the nuclear surface has 
tangential character. These assumptions were made in refs. /ll,l2/ 
to explain the set of data obtained in the studies of heavy-
ion induced incomplete fusion reactions involving the emission 
of light charged particles. According to these assumptions, 
for theLi х nreaction channel the average value of the input 
angular momentum f)~n can Ье obtained using the following rela-
tion: 

·ц~n = fy + tn + 'ii + М0 , /3/ 
-

"•here en is the total angular momentum carried off Ьу the neut-
rons evaporated from the residual nucl·eus after the emission 
of the i-particle, ~10 is the spin difference between the sta
tes of the final and initial nuclei. The fn value was calcula
ted assuming that each neutron carries away an angular momen
tum equal to about two units of t, and the number of neutrons, 
х, is connected with the thermal excitation energy Е; of the 
residual nucleus throuzh the relation Е:~ + (В 0 + 2Т 0 ) , 

were Bn is the j-th neutron binding energy, 1 Т0 is the tempera
ture of the nucleus. For the calculations we took Т n = 1. 5 ИеV 
(ref JIO/ ) . 

The angular momentum carried away Ьу the particle can Ье 
calculated using the following relation/ 11/ 

n ( ,.1. [ cms cms ] 1/ 2 1/ 3 1/ 3 / 4 / . ч = r 0 1 n) 2и (Е i - V i ) , r = 1,07 (А . + А J + 3,0 Cm , r о 1 о 

where Vims is the Coulomb energy of the interaction between 
the particles and the residual nucleus, J.L=A i A

0
/(Ai+A

0
). 

For the reaction Та+ 22 Ne the v~msvalue can Ье taken on the 
basis of the systematics of output Coulomb barrier values 1191: 
V~ms= 18 MeV. Using the relations / 2/, /3/, /4/ it is possiЬle 
to obtain the average values of input angular momenta. Fig.9 
shows th~ dependenc~ f~~(E) calculated for the reaction Ta( 22Ne, 
axn) at Ау=1.0 and Лу=1.5 (curves а and b,respectively). 
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Fig. 9. The а -energy dependence of 
calculated input angular .momenta 
for various channels of the reac
tion Та-+ 22Ne. The points are the 
experimental values of [af (see 
the text). 
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_ In fig. 10 the dependence of the input angular momenta 
(Л у= 1.5) on the energy of the emitted particles are compared 
for the axn and Lixn channels of the reaction Та+ 22 Ne and 
for the а xn channel of the reaction Ir + 12 С. From- this com
parison or,e can draw the following conclusions. 

In the region of Е а= 25-60 MeV the input angular mom~nta 
re~tn constant within the experimental accuracy. The value 
of е~~ for the ene1:.gy Е а= 80 MeV (close to the kinematic li
mit) was derived from the <My>data for the inclusive particle 
spectrum (Fig.4) and lies on the general curve. For the Ne 
ion energy of 155 MeV the kinematic limit on the а particle 
energy lies at 105 MeV. Thus one can expect f~~ to remain at 
а level of - 50h at high а particle energies as well. 

In the case of Li nuclei emission the values of input angu
lar momenta lie above those corresponding to the axn-channel 
of the same reaction. Тhis fact qualitativel~ agrees with the 
predictions of the model developed in ref./ 1 1, which leaves 
angular momentum "windows": 5911 < f in < 631i for the а xn -reac
tion channels and 631i < fin < 66't - fo'"i:- the Li х n-channels of the 
reaction Та+ .:_~Ne. It- is ;oteworthy, however, that for this 
reaction the t ~nxn values lie below the values of the cri:tical 
~ngular momentum ecf for the complete fusioQ.channel/14/, 
f cr (Та+ 22 Ne) = 591i. At the same t ime the f 10 values for the 
axn-channel of the reaction lr+ 12 с, leading to the same resi
dual nuclei as in the reaction Та( 22Ne,axn), exceed conside
raЬly the calculated value of ffr = 391i obtained using the cal
cula~ional technique of ref./ 14 , and they nearly agree with 
the е щ values for the reaction Та( 22 Ne, axn). This indicates 
that the input angular momentum values corresponding to the 
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·incomplete-fusion channel are determined mainy Ьу the properties 
of the system in the exit channel (see also ref. 1111). 

The results of ref./ 1б/ confirm the assumption that the input 
angular momentum distribution on th~ case of the reaction 
Та+ 22 Ne is nearly the same both in the axn-and af-channels. 
Hence, it is possib!_e to_<;alcuJate the fa f values us!_ng the 
following relation fa f = f ~nxn- !'а • · The dependences f а f (Е а) 
for Лу = 1.0 and Лу = 1.5 are shown in Fig.9 (the curves а' and 
Ь', respectively). Accordingly one can expect that the angular 
momenta of the residual nuclei, after а particle emissien in 
the fission channel, should lie between the curves а' and Ь'. 
However t:his conclusion is valid only for the fa с values "obtai
ned using formula 111 frQm the Р н values for 20 ~ Еа:;;30 MeV 
(Fig.9). At Еа> 30 MeV far exceeds considerably the expected 
values. This contradiction arises under the assumption of the 
tangential character of the charged particle emission from the 
nuclear surface, irrespective of the reaction channel observed, 
and it can Ье removed if we assume that the particles are emit
ted at different angles relative to the nuclear surface. This 
assumption can Ье justified in terms of the existing models, 
for example, the "hot spot" model / 171, In this case the tangen
tially emitted particles carry away the maximum possiЬle angular 
momentum fi and radial particles carry off consideraЬly smaller 
momentum. Thus, for the residual nuclei, the ratio between the 
probabilities of fission and of neutron or secondary charged 
p~rticle evaporation varies depending on the particle emission 
engle. 

From the above consideratiqn it also follows that for the 
а! reaction channel the lifetime of the system before emitting 
а particles detected at 8 = 0° should Ье comparaЬle with the 
rotation period т - 10-20 s of the system at f in_45-5cTh , con
sideraЬly exceeding the typical times 1о-21 -1о-22 s needed for 
direct reactions to occur. 

However one cannot deny entirely the possibility of the exis
tence of two mechanisms of а particle emission: one involving 
relatively large angular momenta increasing with Еа and leading 
to the fission of residual nuclei, and the other acting at smal
ler input angular momenta and corresponding to the axn-channel 
of the reaction. It should Ье noted, however, that for а par
ticle energies Еа > 45 MeV in the reaction Та+ 22Ne the main 
part of the ICF yield is due to the axn reaction channel. Accor
ding to ref./18/, а decrea-se in J

5 
h /Jeff with the increasing 

angular momentum of the fissioning hucleus can also effect the 
results of calculations using eq./1/, although taking this de
pendence into account cannot change the qualitative conclusions 
concerning an increase of fa f with increasing Е а. 

Further progress in understanding the mechanism of charged 
parti"cle emission is apparently associated with studies of 
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reactions involved in otl1er target-projectile combinations, in 
which reaction channels would Ье separated Ьу observing KX-ryas, 
the y-spectra of residual nuclei and fission fragments. 

In conclusion the authors express their thanks to Academician 
G.N.Flerov and Prof.Yu.Ts.Oganessian for their attention to this 
work, to Yu.A.Muzychka, B.I.Pustylnik and R.Кalpakchieva for 
fruitful discussions, and the U-200 cyclotron staff for provi
ding heavy ion acceleration. 
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